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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGIONAL GENERAL PERMIT NUMBER 63 FOR REPAIR 
AND PROTECTION ACTIVITIES IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS 

ATTACHMENT 1 - SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

Amplify Energy San Pedro Bay Pipeline Temporary Repair Project 

NATURE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Amplify Energy (Amplify) is requesting the use of the Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) 
Regional General Permit (RGP) Number 63 to facilitate the reconstruction of the 16-inch San 
Pedro Bay Oil Pipeline running between Platform Elly and the Beta Offshore pumping station in 
Port of Long Beach. The objective of the Project is to repair the damaged areas of the pipeline 
that caused the inadvertent release of oil during the spill incident on October 2, 2021, to maintain 
pipeline integrity for pigging and flushing operations, and to complete an in-kind replacement of 
the damaged pipeline sections. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Project Location 

The Project area is located approximately five miles offshore Huntington Beach, California 
in approximately 160 feet of water (Figure 1). An initial repair patch will be applied to the location 
of the damaged area of the pipeline (33° 38’58.1336” N, 118° 06’38.7338” W). Following 
completion of the initial repair and once approved by PHSMA two sections of pipe will be replaced: 
A Northern Site (Location #2) will consist of the replacement of 206-feet of pipe, and a Southern 
Site that will consist of the replacement of 76-feet of pipe (Location #3). The damaged (cracked) 
section of pipeline will be removed with the section of pipe at Location #2. Table 1 below lists the 
specific pipeline locations that will be accessed to complete the removal and replacement 
activities  

Table 1. Pipeline Replacement Locations 

 
The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) has established a Safety Zone in accordance with Code 

of Federal Regulation (CFR) Part 162 of Title 33, for the ongoing Amplify pipeline repair and oil 
recovery operations. The safety zone is in the vicinity of San Pedro Bay, CA, and off the coast of 
Orange County, CA, within the following coordinates: 33°39.320’N, 118°06.851’W; 33°39.141’N, 
118°06.247’W; 33°38.632’N, 118°06.453’W; 33°38.809’N, 118°07.064’W, which correlates with 
the Project area. Table 2 below lists the specific anchoring locations that will be utilized to 
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complete the patching and repair activities. Refer to Attachment 2 – Anchor Plot for the pre-
planned anchorage set. 

Table 2.  Proposed Anchor Locations 
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Figure 1. Project Area 
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Repair Methods 

The Project will require the use of a marine commercial dive vessel and anchor spread. 
Aqueos Corporation (AQUEOS) will conduct all underwater construction activities from the derrick 
barge (DB) Salta Verde. During emergency pipeline work immediately following the October 2 
incident, AQUEOS installed a 10- by 10-foot pollution dome over the crack in the damaged 
pipeline to prevent the release any inadvertent seepage in the interim (Figure 3). This pollution 
dome will remain in use during all proposed repair activities. 

The damaged area of pipeline would require the installation of a temporary steel patch. A 
patch  approximately 30-inches long and 10-inches wide, will be lowered to the pipeline and set 
for installation on the pipe at the repair site (Figure 4). All welding work will be performed 
underwater. No underwater trenching or underwater excavation is proposed for the patch repair 
activities. In accordance with the American Welding Society and American Petroleum Institute, a 
Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI) test will be performed prior to pigging and flushing operations. 
An MPI test is the appropriate type of non-destructive examination quality control to be performed 
on this type of weld connection and will be performed on each pass combined with a notch bar 
sensitivity test. Following pipeline tests, the line will be pigged and flushed, in accordance with 
procedures approved by the Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety Administration (PHMSA).  

 
Figure 3. Conceptual Design of Pollution Dome  
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Figure 4. Conceptual Design of Pipeline Patch 

Reconstruction Methods 

To remove the damaged sections of pipeline, the ends of the pipeline sections will be 
exposed using air-jetting techniques and cut and flanged on the seafloor. The damaged pipeline 
will be cut into pre-determined lengths on the seafloor and lifted to the derrick barge for further 
processing and disposal. Due to space requirements on the barge, there is the potential for the 
Salta Verde to demobilize and return to Port of Long Beach to dispose of pipeline and remobilized 
prior to the start of pipeline replacement activities.  

Replacement 16-inch pipeline sections will be lowered to existing 16-inch pipeline’s 
current location on the seafloor. All pipeline replacement sections would be “in-kind” 
reconstruction. Pipeline will be installed in spooled sections that range from 35 to 45 feet in length 
and welded underwater to the existing pipeline. Mechanical pipe connectors and a structural 
clamp would also be installed on the replacement pipeline. For future protection from anchor 
strikes, 8- by 20-foot concrete mats would be installed along the length of both the Northern and 
Southern replacement pipeline sections. To support concrete mats, sand would be air-jetted from 
immediately adjacent to the pipeline corridor to the base of the replacement pipeline sections and 
then concrete mats would be lowered from the derrick barge and placed over top of the 
overburden sand and pipe using precise geographic information systems (GIS) equipment on the 
Salta Verde. After placement over the pipe, each concrete mat would have a footprint of 
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approximately 4-feet by 20-feet on the seafloor and the edges of each mat would be hand jetted 
below natural bottom. Please refer to Attachment 3 -Draft Pipeline Replacement Designs provides 
further details and illustrations of concrete mat placement. Project plans and procedures will be 
implemented in consultation with PHMSA and other conditions of approval, and are subject to 
change following agencies approval.   

Equipment 

The Project vessel will be the derrick barge (DB) Salta Verde, a 185-foot barge with four-
point mooring system. Other equipment that would be required for Project activities include a 
deck-mounted crane, winch, generators, and air compressor for air jetting equipment.. AQUEOS 
commercial divers will be performing all underwater construction work with marine, hydraulic tools 
and wet welding equipment.   

Project Schedule 

Project activities are proposed to commence during the first available weather window 
after permits have been obtained and required minimization and avoidance measures and/or 
conditions of approval for the Project have been met and/or completed.  The Project is repair 
patch anticipated to take approximately two to four weeks (dependent on welding completion, 
divers’ bottom time and pressures for flushing) to complete. The full pipeline reconstruction is 
estimated to take approximately two to three months and is anticipated to be completed by March 
2022.  

PROJECT IMPACTS 

Project impacts are limited to installation of concrete mats and associated air-jetting and 
the disturbance from the DB Salta Verde’s four-point mooring system.  Table 3 summarizes the 
disturbance footprint for each pipeline replacement segment. 

Table 3. Concrete Mat Project Impacts 

Segment 
Disturbance Footprint 

Square Feet Linear feet 

Northern Site – Location 2 880 206 

Southern Site – Location 3 320 76 

TOTAL 1,200 282 

 

Anchoring footprints would include four, 4,500 pound (lb.) Flipper Delta anchors that will 
be deployed in a pre-planned and pre-plotted anchor set (Attachment 2 – Anchor Plot). Each 
anchor will have approximately a 50-foot (ft)-diameter anchor zone; therefore, the total 
disturbance area will be approximately 200 square feet (0.005 acres).   

Anchoring 

With the exception of the first anchor deployed, all derrick barge anchors will be deployed 
and recovered by the support tug utilizing the basic procedures described in this section. The first 
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anchor may be lowered from the support tug to the seafloor at the predesignated anchor location. 
Once the first anchor is lowered, the support tug will "fly” the other anchors from the derrick barge 
or support vessel to the predesignated anchor locations specified. 

"Flying" anchors is an anchoring procedure in which the anchor is carried or suspended 
by the support tug and carried to the pre-designated anchor location with a crown line. The anchor 
is lowered by the crown line into place at the predesignated site when the anchors are deployed, 
and the anchor is raised vertically by the crown line with a winch for transport back to the support 
barge when the anchors are "weighed" (lifted off of the seafloor). Flying anchors to and from 
location eliminates unnecessary anchor wire contact with the seafloor. All Project impacts are 
temporary, and impact areas will be restored to pre-Project conditions by natural waves and 
currents. No permanent impacts will result from the Project.   

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

Potential impacts to biological resources could occur during Project activities including 
interactions between Project vessels, general underwater construction noise, anchoring, and 
increases in turbidity.  

Project-related vessel activity in the Project area, and to and from the Project’s shore base, 
would result in possible vessel and marine wildlife interactions, including collisions or 
entanglement with anchoring lines. The shore base for offshore marine operations would be in 
Port of Long Beach, about 1.5 miles east of the Project area. Dolphins, seals, and sea lions may 
use the Project area for foraging, while humpback and gray whales may pass through on their 
migratory routes. Sea turtles may also occur in the Project area. Once on site, the Project 
vessel(s) would be anchored during Project activities, creating the potential for marine wildlife 
entanglement in the vessels’ anchor lines.  

Pipeline repair activities are not expected to substantially disrupt marine wildlife habitat, 
but operations and vessel presence may temporarily deter wildlife from the Project area. However, 
these potential impacts would be temporary, and any affected marine wildlife would be adequately 
served by the abundant habitat provided by nearby areas. Potential impacts to marine wildlife 
from interactions with Project vessels (i.e., harassment or strikes and entanglement) are possible 
and would be avoided or minimized through the implementation of Amplify contractor’s existing 
marine wildlife avoidance measures including transiting within designated vessel routes, a 1,000-
foot marine wildlife avoidance buffer during vessel transit, implementing course and speed 
changes to avoid wildlife, and collision response notifications and protocols.  

General underwater Project activities such as pipe cutting, air-jetting, vessel transit and 
wet-welding as well as construction equipment on the surface, have the potential to temporarily 
increase ambient noise levels in the local marine environment. While tidal currents and waves 
produce hydrodynamic sounds, which register at very low frequencies (<100 Hz), ship traffic and 
underwater construction noise can range from 10 to 1000 Hz (ACOE, 2015). The major 
contributors to underwater noise from air-jetting include sounds involving the movement of 
sediment, water, and air against the seabed, and surface construction include ship machinery 
sounds associated with the deck-mounted winch and generators used to lower and lift equipment 
and divers. Project vessels produce noise primarily with their propellers, motors, and gears. The 
faster the propeller rotates the more cavitation noise, and the higher the frequency of noise 
produced (i.e., a slowly rotating propeller generates low frequencies [below 10 Hz] and a faster 
spinning propeller can produce frequencies up to 20 kilohertz [kHz]). Noise levels from marine 
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vessels can range from <150 dB re 1 µPa2s to over 190 dB re 1 µPa2s at 1 meter from the sound 
source (ACOE, 2015). Similarly, underwater pipe-cutting increases noise levels in the immediate 
work area with disturbance of sediments and operating machinery. 

At close ranges, underwater equipment sound levels can have physiological and 
behavioral effects on fish and marine wildlife; however, marine wildlife will likely avoid underwater 
work areas and equipment and would not stay close enough to the equipment to experience injury 
or mortality. Marine wildlife will likely leave the area of their own volition and disperse to available 
and suitable habitat within the greater San Pedro Bay; therefore, general underwater construction 
noise is not expected to significantly impact marine wildlife. 

Offshore pipeline excavation may suspend sand and silt near the work area, thereby 
increasing local turbidity. In addition to the sand and silt that would be stirred up, additional organic 
matter contained within the sand and sediments would be introduced into the water column. 
Large-scale increases of organic matter within a water column (e.g., ocean upwelling, lake mixing, 
etc.) can increase dissolved nutrient concentrations, resulting in increased algal blooms and 
reduction in dissolved oxygen. However, the amount of organic matter that Project activities would 
introduce into the water column is expected to be minimal, and the associated water turbidity 
would not greatly inhibit marine wildlife foraging or migration through the Project area. In addition, 
the increased water turbidity and associated water quality issues that could result are expected 
to be less severe than commonly occur with winter storms and at deeper water depths. As such, 
disturbances to water quality (e.g., turbidity, decreased dissolved oxygen levels, etc.) are 
expected to be minor and temporary. 

Special Status Species 

Table 2 lists the following federally listed species have the potential for occurrence within 
the Project site and if designated critical habitat occurs within the Project area. 

Table 2.  Federally Listed Species Within or Near the Project Area and Their Likelihood of 
Occurrence within the Project Area 

Species Status1 Critical Habitat Occurrence in Project 
Area 

INVERTEBRATES 
White abalone 
Haliotis sorenseni 

FE None designated Unlikely to Occur; Suitable 
habitat not present 

FISH 

Steelhead (southern CA ESU) 
Oncorhynchus mykiss 

FE Critical habitat is not 
present in Project area 

Possible in nearshore 
habitats potentially 

present in vessel transit 
corridor 

TURTLES 
Olive Ridley turtle 
Lepidochelys olivacea 

FT 
Critical habitat is not 

present in Project area 
Possible; Summer/Fall 
Migrant; Non-breeding 

Green turtle 
Chelonia mydas 

FT 

Critical habitat is not 
present in Project area 

Possible; occasional 
sightings reported 

nearshore in Seal Beach 
National Wildlife Refuge 
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Species Status1 Critical Habitat Occurrence in Project 
Area 

Loggerhead turtle 
Caretta caretta 

FT 
Critical habitat is not 

present in Project area 
Possible; Summer/Fall 
Migrant; Non-breeding 

Leatherback turtle 
Dermochelys coriacea 

FE, SE 
Critical habitat is not 

present in Project area 
Possible; Summer/Fall 
Migrant; Non-breeding 

BIRDS 

California least tern 
Sternula antillarum 

M, FE, SE None designated 

Unlikely to Occur; 
Nearshore species 

potentially present in 
vessel transit corridor 

Marbled murrelet 
Brachyramphus marmoratus 

M, FT, SE Critical habitat is not 
present in Project area 

Unlikely to Occur; 
Fall/Winter migrant; Non-

Breeding 

Short-tailed albatross 
Phoebastria albatrus 

M, FE None designated 
Unlikely to Occur 

Fall/Winter migrant; Non-
Breeding 

MAMMALS 
Cetaceans 

Blue whale 
Balaenoptera musculus 

FE None designated 
Possible; peak abundance 
late summer and early fall  

in Project area 
Fin whale 
Balaenoptera physalus 

FE None designated Possible 

Humpback whale 
Megaptera novaeangliae 

FE None designated 
Possible; peak abundance 
April through September 

in Project area. 
Northern right whale 
Eubalaena glacialis 

FE None designated Unlikely to Occur; very 
rare within Project area. 

Sperm whale 
Physeter macrocephalus 

FE None designated 
Unlikely to Occur; lack of 
preferred water depths in 

Project area 
Pinnipeds 

Guadalupe fur seal 
Arctocephalus townsendi 

FT, ST None designated 
Possible; Non-breeding or 
juvenile migrants may be 
present in Project area. 

Status1 
M = Protected under the Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA)  
FE = Federally endangered SE = California State endangered   
FT = Federally threatened  ST = California State threatened 

 

ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT  

The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSA) defined 
essential fish habitat (EFH) as “those waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, 
breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity.”  According to the NMFS, EFH can include sediment, 
hard bottom, underwater structures, and associated biological communities (PFMC, 2005). 
Section 303, subdivision (a)(7) of the MSA requires fishery management councils to identify EFH. 
EFH that is judged to be particularly important to the long-term productivity of populations of one 
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or more managed species, or to be particularly vulnerable to degradation, should be identified as 
habitat areas of particular concern. 

EFH is present within the Project area for all life stages of species covered under the 
following Fishery Management Plans (FMPs): Pacific Groundfish, Coastal Pelagic and Highly 
Migratory Species. EFH in the Project area will experience temporary increases in underwater 
noise and vessel traffic and turbidity; however, primary impacts to fish behavior will be temporary 
and conditions are expected to return to normal after the completion of the Project. In addition, 
there are no Habitat Areas of Particular Concern known to occur in the Project area. Therefore, 
no EFH would be permanently altered by the proposed Project.  Refer to Attachment 4 – EFH 
Assessment Worksheet for Corps of Engineers for more information.  

CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Due to the Project location and water depths, The Project is not expected to impact any 
recorded cultural resources. In addition, recent geophysical surveys did not report any man-made 
structures or debris in the Project area that could potentially be cultural or historical resources.  
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EFH ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET FOR CORPS OF ENGINEERS

PROJECT NAME:___________________________________________________ DATE:____________________

PROJECT/FILE NO.:_____________________ LOCATION:_Pacific Ocean, Offshore Huntington Beach_ 

PREPARER:_Michaela Hoffman, Biologist, Padre Associates, Inc._

CONTACT INFO:_mhoffman@padreinc.com; (805) 786-2650 ext. 147_

Step 1.  Use the Habitat Conservation Division EFH webpage to evaluate whether the proposed action is in 
or adjacent to EFH for those species that may occur in the vicinity of the proposed action.  

1. INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS

EFH Designations Yes No

Is the action located in or adjacent to Coastal Pelagic Species EFH? 

Is the action located in or adjacent to Pacific Coast Groundfish EFH?

Is the action located in or adjacent to Pacific Coast Salmon EFH?

Is the action located in or adjacent to Highly Migratory Species EFH?

If you answered no to all questions above, then EFH consultation is not 
required - go to Step 5. If you answered yes to any of the above questions 
proceed to Step 2 and complete remainder of the worksheet.

San Pedro Bay Pipeline Repair 11/24/21

SPL-2021-00617

X

X

 X

X
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Step 2. In order to assess impacts, it is critical to know the habitat characteristics of the site before the 
activity is undertaken.  Use existing information, to the extent possible, in answering these questions.  
Please note that, there may be circumstances in which new information must be collected to appropriately 
characterize the site and assess impacts.   

2. SITE CHARACTERISTICS

Site Characteristics Description

Is the site intertidal, subtidal, or 
water column?

What are the sediment 
characteristics?

Is Habitat Area of Particular 
Concern (HAPC) designated at 
or near the site?  If so what 
type, size, characteristics?

Is there submerged aquatic 
vegetation (SAV) at or adjacent 
to project site? If so describe 
the spatial extent.

What is typical salinity and 
temperature regime/range?

What is the normal frequency of 
site disturbance, both natural 
and man-made?

What is the area of proposed 
impact (work footprint & far 
afield)?

Benthic

Clay and sand

No

No

33.4 - 33.6 practical salinity unit (psu)

Active pipeline corridor; occasional disturbance from anchoring vessels 
and operator's pipeline inspections.

200 square feet  within pre-planned anchoring plot and 1,200 square feet 
of concrete mat footprint along pipeline replacement sections
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Step 3.  This section is used to describe the anticipated impacts from the proposed action on the 
physical/chemical/biological environment at the project site and areas adjacent to the site that may be 
affected. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF IMPACTS

Impacts Y N Description

Nature and duration of 
activity(s)

Will benthic community be 
disturbed?

Will SAV be impacted?

Will sediments be altered and/or 
sedimentation rates change?

Will turbidity increase?

Will water depth change?

Will contaminants be released 
into sediments or water 
column?

Will tidal flow, currents or wave 
patterns be altered?

Will ambient salinity or 
temperature regime change?

Will water quality be altered?

X

Repairs of damaged pipeline, pigging and flushing activities and 
pipeline reconstruction. Project is scheduled to take two to three 
months. All equipment and vessels will be removed after Project 
completion and all impacts are temporary. 

X
Benthic community will be temporarily disturbed during deployment of 
anchors and installation of concrete mats. The seafloor is expected to 
re-contour with natural wave and ocean currents. 

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Minor, temporary increases in turbidity would occur.the amount of 
organic matter that Project activities would introduce into the water 
column is expected to be minimal, and the associated water turbidity 
would not greatly inhibit  foraging or migration through the Project area. 
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Will ambient noise levels be 
altered?

X
Project activities will temporarily increase underwater noise levels due to 
minor increases in vessel traffic and underwater construction noise. 
Marine wildlife are expected to avoid the work area and no injury or 
mortality is anticipated. 
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Step 4.  This section is used to evaluate the consequences of the proposed action on the functions and 
values of EFH as well as the vulnerability of the EFH species and their life stages.  Assessment of EFH 
impacts should be based upon the site characteristics identified in Step 2 and the nature of the impacts 
described within Step 3.  The EFH descriptions on our website should be used during this assessment to 
determine the ecological parameters/preferences associated with each species listed and the potential 
impact to those parameters.

4. EFH ASSESSMENT

Functions and Values Y N Describe habitat type, species and life stages to be adversely 
impacted

Will functions and values of 
EFH be impacted for:

Spawning

Nursery

Forage

Shelter

Will impacts be temporary or 
permanent?

X

X

X

X

X
Temporary

../../../../Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/XZBB4CPY/EFH
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Will minimization measures be 
used?

Will compensatory mitigation be 
used?

X

X
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